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Abstract: Denial-of-Service attack is an attempt to make network resources or machine unavailable to its intended users. It can temporarily or indefinitely interrupt or suspend the services of a host connected to the Internet. For the Detection of denial of service attack (DoS) various detection systems are developed. The existing system is based on sophisticated anomaly based system for detecting DoS attacks. But there is a problems occurs in this paper is that it reduces the performance of detecting the denial of service attack also it requires more time for the execution. This proposed system is developed to overcome these problems. To extract the features use SIFT it reduces the time when compared to the existing feature extraction method. The traffic records are trained as attack and non attack or the network traffic records changes the records into the respective images using Multivariate correlation analysis. Network traffic records images are used for the proposed denial of service attack detection system that is developed based on a dissimilarity measure Earth Movers Distance embedded with three dimensional reduction method. By using this method it can also detect the unknown Denial of Service attack. It efficiently measure the distance between trained records and new records. It increases the performance of detection of Denial of service attack and also requires only less time for the computation.
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1. Introduction

Network attack is an attempt to destroy, expose, alter disable, steal or gain unauthorized access. Denial of service attack is active attacks which attack the services of the system also gain the information from the system. Denial of service attacks is used for exploiting system vulnerabilities of a victim or flooding a victim with a large volume of useless network traffic to occupy the designated resources. The attack detection mechanisms can be divided into two namely misuse-based detection and anomaly-based detection. The misuse detection mechanism can achieve high detection rates in known attacks. But they are incapable of detecting any unknown attacks or even variants of existing attacks. Anomaly-based detection mechanism uses a different detection methodology that monitors and labels any network activities presenting significant deviation from the legitimate traffic profiles as suspicious objects. Thus, anomaly-based detection mechanism is able to identify previously unknown attacks.

In the existing systems are based on traditional statistical correlation analysis techniques, capable of studying the correlations between the features in a given sample set. The traditional statistical correlation analysis techniques make these anomaly-based detection systems which is incapable of recognizing individual attack records hidden in a sample set. Various classifiers are used to help improve detection accuracy for classifying normal and attack traffic. In computer vision tasks the technique used are the potential candidates. Image retrieval and object shape recognition are some of the commonalities in attack detection and computer vision task. The queries to image retrieval tasks or object shape recognition tasks are equivalent to normal traffic to attack detection. Object shapes or the images that do not match the queries interpreted the detection of DoS attack. To determine or characterize the traffic records first the basic features are generated from the network traffic packets captured at the destination. Then dimensionality Reduction Based on PCA performs dimensionality reduction using PCA for the training normal traffic records. It does not cause loss of information by the use of PCA which seeks the optimal subspace for the best representation of the data. Subspace selected are used for training and the test phase it can reduces the computational overhead for finding the attack and normal traffic records. It consists of a training phase and a test phase, in the training phase it consist of both attack and normal traffic records. In the test phase new records are comparing with the trained records. When compared with the previous method by using this method it can efficiently distinguish both known and unknown DoS attacks. Thus for detecting the attacks to improve the detection accuracy use the principle of object shape recognition and Earth Movers Distance (EMD) for testing the traffic records. EMD will find the distance between normal and new records and determining whether the record is attack or non attack. But it will decreases the performance also requires high time. Both the performance and time are important factors in the detection of denial of service attack.

To overcome the problems of existing system new project is proposed. Finding similar images to a given query image can be computed by different distance measures. For dimensionality reduction SIFT is used thus it decreases the execution time. To find the distance between normal and attack traffic using EMD embedded with three dimension reduction methods: sampling, sketching. Sampling is a method that picks a small fraction of the image features. Sketching is a distance estimation method that is based on specific summary statistics. Sampling, reduces execution time and sketching method increases the performance of recognition. Thus it can increases the performance and reduces the execution time.
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Network traffic records are given as input. Then the image is generated based on traffic records with packet counts also with the number of flow. Then find the subspace using the method SIFTS. It extracted the dominant features from the image. After that the records are It arrange the records into legitimate and illegitimate. After training phase the test phase is occurred the new records are matching with distance measure method. Thus it can identify the denial of service attack and normal traffic records.

The various Earth movers distance techniques for the distance measure. EMD,EMDII are the some of the earth movers distance method. EMD has proven its ability to retrieve similar images in an average precision, it requires high execution time .It is one of the major drawback of EMD. The another drawback of EMD is that if any previously unknown attack is occurred it cannot detect the attack. Embedding EMD into L1 is a solution that solves this problem by sacrificing performance. It can also useful in the case of previously unknown attack. Thus it decreases the execution time but the performance will be low. To reduce the execution time of embedded EMD and increase its performance using three dimension reduction methods are proposed in this paper. Thus it satisfy both the execution time and performance.

The proposed project EMD embedded with three dimensional reduction method which categorizes the computation dissemination between selected samples. Thus it can differentiate attack traffic and normal traffic. It can increases the performance and reduces the time complexity. The proposed project consist of following steps:

- Image generation
- Feature extraction
- Training records
- Testing

Figure 1: Denial of service attack detection system

2.1 Image Generation

In this step, basic features or image are generated from network traffic packets captured at the destination network. Then, they are applied to construct records describing statistics for a well defined time interval. Image is generated based on the network traffic record Kdd cup 99 dataset. The image is generated for each individual data's with the 32 attributes in the dataset. The image size is 4*8 matrix

2.2 Optimal subspace generation

This step performs dimensionality reduction using SIFT for the training normal traffic records. The feature reduction techniques, our dimensionality reduction algorithm do not cause loss of information by the use of SIFT which seeks the optimal subspace for the best representation of the data. It reduce the computational overhead. The key points is extracted from the image. The selected key points are mapped to a new subspace. Thus it reduces the dimensionality and it does not cause any loss of data.

2.3 Training Phase

In this stage the normal records are trained using multivariate correlation analysis. It consist of both normal and attack traffic for the training. Select two distinct features and obtain triangle for each two different features. This method can efficiently sort out the legitimate and illegitimate traffic records.

2.4 Test Phase

In the test phase the new records are tested with the trained records. The distance is measured using EMD embedded with 3D reduction method sketching. Sketching which find the distance between the trained and test records, It can efficiently differentiate denial of service attack and normal records.

3. Implementation and Analysis

To determine real time denial of service attack is one of the main problem occurs. There are several existing methodologies to find out the denial of service attack. But every method has its own drawbacks. Based on the existing drawbacks, detection of denial of service attack based on EMD embedded with 3D reduction method is proposed to recognize the denial of service attack. By using these method it can effectively and efficiently identify the denial of service attack. Existing method cannot classify normal traffic and attack traffic it can only classify when it is previously known attack. Thus it reduces the performance of detecting the denial of service attack. Also requires high execution time for the computation.

To solve these problem EMD embedded with three dimensional reduction method is used .This method can efficiently distinguish normal traffic and attack traffic .In the proposed method first image is constructed,then the feature is extracted using SIFT. After that in the training phase the
records are trained using multivariate correlation analysis. It consists of both attack traffic and normal traffic. The distance measure EMD embedded with three dimension reduction method is used for finding the distance measure between normal and new records. The distance is find using method sketching. These methods are more efficient than previous method. It is able to detect the attack even it is not previously occurred. It increases the performance of detection of denial of service attack.

3.1 Integrated Result

The given figure shows the initial input and final result. First the dataset is trained and at last testing the records with the trained records.

First the image is generated from the dataset. The image is generated for each individual data's with the 32 attributes in the dataset. The image size is 4*8 matrix. Then the constructed image use for the testing the record using the method Multivariate correlation analysis. In MCA Select two distinct feature and Obtain triangle with the selected feature. The selected points are mapped into a Cartesian coordinate system. Then obtain a triangle with an origin and selected points. Find the area of the triangle. In testing records choose the image then using the method sketching it shows the image is denial of service attack or normal record.

3.2 Performance Graph

In the proposed method the false positive rate is low and the detection rate is high.

4. Conclusion

The problem occurs in the previous paper is that it requires high execution time for the computation also it is difficult to differentiate the denial of service attack and normal traffic. To solve these problems proposed method EMD embedded with 3D reduction method was developed. In this method it can efficiently determine real time denial of service attack. It also requires only less time for the computation when compared with the previous method. In the EMD embedded with three dimensional reduction method initially the image is constructed. Then find the optimal subspace. Trained the network traffic records. Testing records with the trained records. When compared with the previous method the proposed system can efficiently detect denial of service attack also it requires only less time for the computation.

5. Future Scope

As the future scope, a new distance measure method DREAT will be invented based on the detection approach proposed in this paper. The new method DREAT will efficiently differentiate the denial of service attack and normal traffic.
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